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Marshalls create a better BI 
landscape with FluenceXL

now forms a core part of our BI strategy and will allow us to get the most from the vast amount 

Marshalls is the UK’s leading manufacturer of superior natural stone and 

its own quarries through to manufacturing goods and running regional service 
centres. It employs over 2,000 people across sites in the UK, Europe and China.

Marshalls needed to upgrade its 

help fully realise their investment in 

UK /Europe/ China

FluenceXL was chosen to replace 
and extend the legacy ProClarity 

and the ability to produce reports 

process, without the need for IT 
involvement.

Management, lighter users, and report 
consumers access the published 
reports, and have slice and dice 
analysis, on FluenceXL Web.

Marshalls has had a mature and wide ranging Data Warehouse developed for 

all their businesses they now have access to reliable and consistent data and 
have been able to extend their OLAP cubes to all businesses divisions and all the 

stock and transport. Around 450 users regularly access data from the cubes.

no longer being developed Marshalls needed to look for a replacement that retained 

Excel 2003. 

The Challenge

Customer Background

Region
Industry

FluenceXL
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From the early stages FluenceXL stood out as the clear 
favourite, in part as it was an Excel add-in and the users were 
already comfortable in Excel, but also because it could easily 
handle the complex hierarchies that Marshalls needs to 

reports, and a way to distribute reports to the full user 

FluenceXL with a number of the key users in the Group.

Manager for Finance and Business Intelligence, commented 
“FluenceXL provided all the support we could ask for to carry 

don’t let you have such full use of it for fear you uncover 

meet all our requirements. We knew we were making a big 
commitment for the business to replace the ProClarity reports 
that had been developed by many people over a number of 
years so we had to make the right choice”.

provide an excellent level of service once we had

get the best out of the product. They have been great recently 

by analysts, removing the dependency on IT development 
resource, and are published to FluenceXL Web and embedded 
within SharePoint so there is a central source for dashboard 

on the users machines, and minimal training. Andrew says 

allows users to go a lot further if they wish. We’ve been 
able to use the new ProClarity conversion tool to quickly 

to the dashboard on iPads which works really well too”.

dashboard replacement project, and rolled out FluenceXL

as Andrew describes, they intend to go a lot further. “We 

envisioned, for instance delivering automated customer service 

bespoke systems. The product was already superb but keeps 

help us create reports combining OLAP and SQL data, 
and allow users to see high level KPIs but then drill 
into these quickly to understand the lower detail.

throughout our businesses. FluenceXL now forms a core part 
of our BI strategy and will allow us to get the most from

systems and help maximise our investment in them”.

The Solution

A New Landscape

U N I T E D  K I N G D O M   |   U N I T E D  S TAT E S   |   C A N A D A   |   F R A N C E

“It is ever more important 
for the executive team 
to have access to the 
information we need 
to run the business 
wherever we are and 
whenever we need it. 
FluenceXL has helped us 
deliver that capability.”

Chris Harrop,

Marshalls
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